
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

2021 January Asana 
Baddha Konasana with support 

Ó by Nicola Wilson-Jones 
 
Baddha Konasana can be practiced in a seated upright position, as a seated forward bend or 
in a supine, reclining, position. As the season of summer determines Hatha Yoga be practiced 
to have a cooling effect, I focus to the supported forward bend variation. I have long referred to 
Mira Mehta’s book titled Health Thorough Yoga as a guide when considering seasonal rhythms. 
With supports the position can be held for a period of time. Time spent in this position assists 
cooling through body and mind. Beginning with Dandasana brings awareness to pelvic stability 
and how this translates up through the torso, neck and head.  

 

1. Urdhva Hasta Dandasana 
~ Sit to a height that brings a sense of support in the upright position. 
Build as much height to suit your body in that moment.  
~ Extend the legs to straight, flex the feet to lift the thighs. 
~ Inhale to raise the arms.  
~ Draw the dorsal spine in whilst raising the arms. 
~ Slide the shoulders down from the ears. 
~ Lift the torso up whilst drawing the back of the legs down. 
~ Allow the pelvis to be supported, relax the pelvic region. Observe 
its natural sense of work in this position. 
 
3 - 5 rounds of breath here. Exhale to lower the arms.  
 
 

 

2. Baddha Konasana to a height I 
~ Continue using the height you have built for the practice of Urdhva 
Hasta Dandasana; use additional height in front to allow an ease of 
coming forward. 
~ Bring the feet towards one another to where the hips and knees 
allow. Coming forward: Continue relaxing the pelvic region as you 
lead from the crown of the head, then neck, upper back, high waist, 
low waist then finally forward from the ball and socket hip joints.  
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3. Baddha Konasana to a height II 
~ Over time the practice is deepened 
using various supports. 
~ A gentle press of the elbows to the 
inner leg assists the groins to open and 
the hips joints to loosen. 
~ Allow the full weight of the head to rest 
onto a support. 
~ Hands can be interlocked around the 
feet or resting to the floor in front.  
~ Ensure the shoulders are releasing way 
from the ears.  
 
Complete by extending legs back into 
Dandasana. 
 
  


